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Asterisks indicate untitled poems.
Dark skin, Albino mind
Oblivious to your surroundings
Bitter and empty: a blank page with too much to say
Shouldeering earth through the world’s eyes
Pressure at its climax
The moment I strive
Veins of ice awaken within me
Love is eternal
Like the ghosts of waves
flowing throughout the ocean’s surface
carrying the emotions of the forgotten
Hearts and lips are red.
Blood is red.
If red is a common color
why label us black and white?
Everyone always try to make things perfect!
Everything isn’t a fairytale.
The truth is always untold Real Life ...
Is Hard!
Routines are my life
Shadows of urban times pass me by
A state of paralysis
But standing in perpetual motion
I walk alone. A creature stalks from the shadows frozen in place, panicking. It passed me sparing my life.
Ebony ink courses through my veins
My skin is white vellum
Scripture of words in my conscience
Stride high, stride low
With unblinking gravitas
Through serenity and strife
Until you collapse into paradise
Writers
Right their wrongs
By writing their wrongs
Done right
Cluttered as a closet,
Wandering in a profusion of despair,
Thinking of words to indite
As I commence to flare.
It was intertwined with lust, vulnerability and the idea of being loved. Spoken were words not wanted to be heard.
Latent dreams flush my subconscious
Transference to cataplexy
Powerless and weak
Nostalgia emanated my memory
Times of Animosity
Moments of Peace
A Beast on the inside
Determined to escape
Electric pulses harmonize
In an insidious interval.
Doleful of olden days
Icy nucleus extending for potential.
I survived freshman year
I survived sophomore year
I survived junior year
I don’t know about senior year.
some like the ink flow on their canvas
no one can bring me down when I’m happy
I’m an athlete

Justin Braswell
And there we stood
two steps from eternal damnation
we ran to eternal glory
once unto the blinding light
The vivid creations of letters tattooed on the sides of the limestone abandoned buildings. Captivate my pupils and sub-conscience.
Clock cannot catch white-horse, youth
Fades into yellow photos, we
Clasp daydreams, tightly; evaporate
Rise to the occasion,
Always be prepared
No matter what you do
Don’t be intimidated
The squeaky Styrofoam lunch trays that made my ears cringe
Classes trotting in unison
These memories will never disintegrate.
Walls are stretching
Faces are blurring and contorting
Everything is warm and beautifully acoustic
This. is. not. soda.
TRUE SNEAKERHEADS

It’s about history
Not about price
It’s about appreciating
Not impressing
Depression is similar to
Plunging continually into a void
As peers observe
Helplessly
Phrases and pictures strewn on plastic
Abandoning my cocoon,
Squinting at the bright sunrise.
He swam through the roaring waves
His heart racing and hope rising
Survival, the only option
Nature killed the man
Oh, how foolish am I
To seek happiness
In people who I don’t know
In people who don’t know me
Rivers conceived from the tears of trees
Mending its missing membrane
Dried and died from the dreaded fumes
For you once were my sail.
Now, Truly my demise.
Lamentably drowning in someone,
Who had once kept me alive.
Glance forth at the labyrinthine pathway
Softwood gathered onward
Rays grazing beyond the horizon
Here is where your journey generates
REMINISCING

Reminiscing the past
Regrets and Triumphs
Trials and Tribulations
Isn’t it funny how life is set up?

TASHA JOANIS
A rose symbolizing beauty
Masked by the devil’s heart
Petals falling one by one
Determining someone’s fate on stone
You give so much of yourself, but what is left for you? Or is our success your reward?
Before my show she told me, “Break a leg!”
I did.
Now we’re dating.
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